We are interested in detecting homologous genomic DNA sequences with the goal of locating approximate inverted, interspersed, and tandem repeats. Standard search techniques start by detecting small matching parts, called seeds, between a query sequence and database sequences. Contiguous seed models have existed for many years. Recently, spaced seeds were shown to be more sensitive than contiguous seeds without increasing the random hit rate. To determine the superiority of one seed model over another, a model of homologous sequence alignment must be chosen. Previous studies evaluating spaced and contiguous seeds have assumed that matches and mismatches occur within these alignments, but not insertions and deletions (indels). This is perhaps appropriate when searching for protein coding sequences (<5% of the human genome), but is inappropriate when looking for repeats in the majority of genomic sequence where indels are common. In this paper, we assume a model of homologous sequence alignment which includes indels and we describe a new seed model, called indel seeds, which explicitly allows indels. We present a waiting time formula for computing the sensitivity of an indel seed and show that indel seeds significantly outperform contiguous and spaced seeds when homologies include indels. We discuss the practical aspect of using indel seeds and finally we present results from a search for inverted repeats in the dog genome using both indel and spaced seeds.
INTRODUCTION
Standard heuristic algorithms for homology search in biological sequences (Pearson and Lipman, 1988; Altschul et al., 1990 Altschul et al., , 1997 Kent, 2002 ) utilize a two step approach. In the search step, short words from the query sequence, called seeds are paired with all matching words in sequences from a target database. The pairing can be done efficiently by first indexing the database words. In the confirmation step, each database match, called a hit, is tested to see if it is part of an extended region with homology to the query sequence. Hits are tested using alignment or some approximation to alignment.
An important element in successful homology detection programs is the choice of a good seed. A short seed increases the probability of finding a hit within a homologous region, but also increases the number of random hits in non-homologous regions and thereby increases the running time. A long seed reduces the number of random hits, but also reduces the probability of hitting a homologous region. In practice, a trade-off is made between sensitivity (the probability of hitting a homologous region) and excessive running time caused by too many random hits. BLAT (Kent, 2002) for example, is well designed for DNA regions sharing very high identity (!95%), allowing the use of long seeds or multiple seeds which provide both excellent sensitivity and very low probability of random hits.
In the last few years, much interest and research has focused on what are called spaced seeds (Ma et al., 2002; Buhler and Sun, 2005; Keich et al., 2004; Brejova et al., 2004; Sun and Buhler, 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Brejova et al., 2005; Noe and Kucherov, 2005) because they increase sensitivity without simultaneously increasing the number of random hits. Patternhunter (Ma et al., 2002) was the first general purpose program to utilize spaced seeds. While a standard contiguous seed is a short word or substring drawn from the query sequence, a spaced seed is a non-contiguous subsequence, that is, it consists of a number of explicit positions which must match separated by ''don't care'' positions where the query and the homologous region may or may not match. A recent extension of this concept, implemented in YASS (Noe and Kucherov, 2005) , is called a ''transition constrained seed'' and requires that mismatches in the ''don't care'' positions must be of the transition type (A to G, or C to T) rather than transversions.
All the recent work on spaced seeds assumes that mutational differences in homologous regions consist solely of substitutions (mismatches) or that insertions and deletions (indels), if present, are widely spaced. While it can be argued that this is a valid assumption for designing seeds to find homologous protein coding regions, it is not valid for homology search in sequence where indels are tolerated, such as promoters and non-coding repeats. One of us (Benson) has been involved for several years in the development of software (Tandem Repeats Finder-TRF Benson, 1999 and Inverted Repeats Finder-IRF Warburton et al., 2004) for the detection of approximate DNA repeats. These repeats usually occur within or contain noncoding sequence and along with substitution mutations, they exhibit numerous indel mutations as well. For example, in roughly 10% of the IRs found in the human genome using IRF (Warburton et al., 2004) , with arm lengths between 50 bp and 100 bp and arm separation below 500 000 bp, the frequency of indels between the left and right arms exceeds 8%. In a 50 bp repeat, this means at least 4 indel positions, with a limited possibility of wide spacing. This estimate of indel frequency is low since the detection method uses k-tuple matching (an alternate name for contiguous seeds). Switching to spaced seeds would improve the sensitivity of IRF, but developing a seed model that is sensitive to the existence of indels would improve the sensitivity even more.
In this paper, we introduce the idea of indel seeds. As with spaced seeds, an indel seed is a subsequence of the query which must match exactly to produce a hit and the separating ''don't care'' positions may or may not match. The difference is that some separating positions can be of variable size to allow for insertions or deletions between the matching parts. In order to accommodate indels, we model alignments between homologous regions with a four character alphabet: {match, mismatch, insertion in query, insertion in target} and use a Markov chain to specify transition probabilities between these characters. We show how to compute the sensitivity of indel seeds under this model using a ''waiting time'' (Aki et al., 1984) calculation. We determine optimal seeds under several match/mismatch/indel configurations and show that indel seeds are more sensitive than contiguous or spaced seeds (with equivalent random hit rates) even when the indel frequency is one third the mismatch frequency. We discuss how to use indel seeds in practice, and finally, we present the results of searches for inverted repeat homologies in the dog genome using both indel and spaced seeds.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define our model of alignments for homologous regions that include insertions and deletions. In section 3, we define indel seeds. In section 4 we explain how indel seeds are used in practice and we discuss the random hit rate of indel seeds. In section 5 we show how to compute the sensitivity of indel seeds. In section 6 we compare the sensitivity of indel, contiguous, and spaced seeds. Finally, in section 7 we present the results of our search for inverted repeats in the dog genome.
HOMOLOGY MODEL
Two sequences are homologous if they have a common evolutionary ancestor. After the sequences diverge due to duplication or speciation, they typically undergo a variety of mutational events which, over time, transform them into different sequences. Depending on the evolutionary pressures, the sequences may change rapidly or remain similar over many millions of years. Homology detection tools exploit the remaining similarities to identify sequences that are homologous. Optimal seed selection is based on the homology model, which includes 1) the set of mutations that are presumed to transform the sequences, 2) the frequency of those mutations, and 3) the length of alignments of homologous regions.
A simple homology model and the one most frequently studied (Ma et al., 2002; Keich et al., 2004; Buhler and Sun, 2005; Xu et al., 2004; Sun and Buhler, 2004; Brejova et al., 2005) allows only substitution mutations. In this model, alignments consist solely of matches and mismatches, and are represented by bit strings where a 1 indicates a match and a 0 indicates a mismatch or substitution. For example: Two common variations assume 1) that the match and mismatch frequencies are independent and identically distributed (iid) across the alignment or 2) that the frequencies are the result of a Markov chain or hidden Markov model where every third position has a higher substitution frequency in order to reflect the higher variability in third codon position in protein coding gene sequences (Buhler and Sun, 2005; Brejova et al., 2004) . Another model introduced by Noé and Kucherov (Noe and Kucherov, 2004) represents alignments with a ternary alphabet rather than bit strings in order to accommodate the higher frequency of transition substitutions in DNA evolution. In this case, one character represents a match, one a transition mismatch (A to G or T to C) and one a transversion mismatch (everything else).
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Indel Model. Our new homology model includes insertion and deletion events as well as substitution. An alignment is represented by a string (hereafter called the representative string) over the following four character alphabet: 0 -mismatch; 1 -match; 2 -insertion into database sequence (deletion from query sequence); 3 -insertion into query sequence (deletion from database sequence). For example: Normalized alignment length. In the match-mismatch homology model, the position x in a representative string (alignment) is the same as the position in the query. In the indel homology model, the alignment and the query will differ in length due to insertions into the database sequence. Since homology search proceeds from the query, we show (in Section 5) how to compute the probability of finding a seed hit relative to the length of the query. We therefore use the following notion:
DEFINITION. The normalized length of a representative string of length n is the number of '0', '1', and '3' characters contained in positions 1 to n. Normalized position k in a representative string is the position of the kth character from the set {0, 1, 3}, counting from the left. For example, the following representative strings all have normalized length 5 and in the middle string, pattern 11 occurs at normalized position 5:
From this definition, occurrence of the pattern 111 at normalized position 3 corresponds to an infinite number of representative strings because any number of 2's can precede the pattern. This set of strings can be specified as 2* 111, where we use the regular expression 2* to denote zero or more 2's.
Representative string probabilities. Mutation frequencies are described by a first-order Markov chain in order to avoid the occurrence of the character pairs ''2 3'' or ''3 2'' in a representative string. We exclude these pairs because consecutive indels, one in each sequence, are typically excluded by the choice of alignment parameters: the penalty for a single mismatch is usually less than the combined penalty for two individual indels. For the remainder of
this paper, we use the first-order Markov chain specified in the 4 x 4 transition matrix below:
where p g stands for the probability of a gap symbol ('2' or '3') which we assume to be the same in the query and the database, and p
represents the proportional distribution of p g to the characters 0 and 1. Other probability distributions are possible. We assume that the Markov process is stationary so that the probability of a given digit at any position reflects the equilibrium distribution p ¼ (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ). However, the same is not true of any normalized position. In particular, this implies that the probability of a '1' at a given normalized position x depends on x. In actuality, the situation is simpler than that as the following theorem states. This fact is important for the sensitivity formula derived in Section 5. THEOREM 1. In a representative string, the probability of a '1' at the first normalized position is
and at all other normalized positions is
SEED MODEL
The seed model defines characteristics of homologous alignments that will be recognized by the homology detection program. The model is specified in terms of the alphabet of representative strings and wildcard symbols. A contiguous seed is a string of 1's denoting successive matches in the alignment, for example 11111 or 1 k where k in this case is 5. Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2002 ) described a spaced seed which is a string, beginning and ending with a 1 and containing 1's and Ã's where Ã is a wildcard that denotes either 1 (match) or 0 (mismatch) at that position. For example, 11ÃÃ11 indicates that a match or mismatch can occur at each of positions 3 and 4. Thus, 11ÃÃ11 actually specifies four distinct patterns in the representative string alphabet: 111111, 111011, 110111, 110011.
DEFINITION. An indel seed is a string beginning and ending with a 1 and containing 1's, Ã's, and X's where 1 represents a match, Ã is a wildcard that denotes either 1 (match) or 0 (mismatch), and X is a wildcard that indicates zero or one characters from the set {0, 1, 2, 3}, i.e., either a match, mismatch, insertion into the database or insertion into the query. Consecutive X's can represent any pair of numeric digits except ''2 3'' and ''3 2''.
For example, 11XX1 with two wild-cards, permits indels of size zero, one, or two. This seed specifies the following 19 pattern strings:
As another example, the indel seed 1X1Ã1 permits indels of size zero or one and specifies the following 10 pattern strings:
USING INDEL SEEDS
In the following we outline how the indel seed 11XX11 is used in practice. The method generalizes to seeds with different numbers of indel positions. To process the query, Q, of length n, at a typical index i 2 [6, n], we extract three patterns because the size of the insertion in the query can be zero, one, or two:
For example, if Q ¼ ACTGCATCGCG. . . , then the patterns extracted at position 9 (underlined) are:
Note that the rightmost pair of characters is the same in all three patterns. The differences are in the position of the leftmost pair, separated by either two, one or zero characters from the rightmost pair. Because of edge effects, at query index i ¼ 4 there is one pattern to extract and at query index i ¼ 5 there are two. Each pattern is treated as a single four character string, in other words, the spacing between the pairs is ignored. We process the database sequences in the same way, again selecting three patterns for a typical index because the insertion in the database sequence can also be zero, one, or two.
Determining what constitutes a match. In the simplest approach, a match occurs whenever any pattern from a group of three in the query matches any pattern in a group of three from the database. The difference in spacing is not considered relevant for a match and is interpreted as an indel. For example:
Random Hit Rate. Because there are multiple chances to match for each query pattern, the random hit rate is based on the number of 1's in the seed and the number of comparisons. With the four-letter DNA alphabet, when we assume that each letter occurs with equal frequency, the probability of a random match is approximately 9 · ð1/4Þ 4 Indel seeds for homology search e343
The exponent 4 comes from the four characters in the query and database strings (the four 1's in the seed). The factor 9 comes from the fact that each query position has 3 patterns and each pattern has 3 chances of matching to a database position. The probability is actually somewhat less because the patterns at any one position are not independent (as in the example, the last two characters are the same).
Restricted comparison strategy. Note that there is flexibility in deciding which patterns from the query and database should be compared to detect matches and this flexibility can be used to reduce the random hit rate if the sensitivity of the seed model is not seriously impaired. For example, a more restrictive comparison approach would allow matching only between two patterns whose insertion spacing differs by one. This might be desireable when the seed is long and there is a high probability of finding an indel within the seed length. For this approach, the probability of a random match is 4 · ð1/4Þ 4 where the factor of 4 comes from the four possible comparisons between the three query patterns and three database patterns as in Table 1 .
SEED SENSITIVITY
We calculate seed sensitivity using a waiting time formula (Aki et al., 1984) , which is a general technique for calculating the probability of observing a given event, in a randomly generated string, by the occurrence of the kth character. Waiting time formulas are equivalent to other methods for calculating seed sensitivity (Keich et al., 2004; Buhler and Sun, 2005; Brejova et al., 2004; .
Waiting Time Formula. For clarity of presentation, the full version of this manuscript begins by deriving formulas for spaced seeds. Due to space restrictions, those formulas have been omitted. We assume that we are given an indel seed which specifies a set of patterns in the representative string alphabet. From this set, we eliminate all patterns that contain, as a substring, another pattern from the set. This can happen because an 'X' in the seed allows some of the patterns to be shorter than others. We work with this reduced set of patterns. The following terms are used:
T: The set of patterns specified by the seed, after eliminating those containing other patterns as substrings. P (pattern i : x): The probability, across all representative strings, of pattern i being the first occurrence of any pattern at normalized position x. S(seed : x): The sensitivity of the seed, i.e., the cumulative probability, across all representative strings, of a first occurrence of any of the set of patterns in T at all normalized positions between 1 and x. (Sðseed : xÞ ¼ P x k¼1 ð P a2T Pðpattern a : kÞÞ). We are interested in calculating the probability of first occurrences of every pattern i 2 T at every normalized string position x, where first occurrence means a string ends with pattern i at position x and the string prefix up to normalized position x À 1 contains no other pattern in T. The seed sensitivity is the sum of these probabilities. The general scheme is as follows. For each pattern i , and each normalized position x, calculate the probability of all representative strings with normalized length x that end with pattern i (which is just w * i ). Then, subtract the probability of all strings in this set which contain an earlier first occurrence of any pattern in T.
To determine earlier first occurrences, pattern i is compared with every other pattern (including itself) for overlapping and nonoverlapping positions. All patterns are non-overlapping when they occur at k x À L i . The probability of strings which both end with pattern i and contain one of these earlier occurrences is:
The following determines the probability of the intial 1 in pattern i , and thus the value of w * i , when pattern i follows an earlier occurrence of some pattern (rather than being the first occurrence of any pattern in the string).
COROLLARY 2. The probability of a '1' at any normalized position following an earlier occurrence of any pattern is p
T, occurring at j, is consistent with an overlap of pattern i at position x. The probability of these patterns is multiplied by the probability of the suffix of pattern i that extends past the overlap: 
where s ¼ L i À ðx À jÞ THEOREM 3. The time complexity for computing the cumulative sensitivity of an indel seed, S(seed : n), is O (nl j T j ) where n is the 
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length of the homology region, l is the length of the seed, and j T j is the number of strings in the set of patterns specified by the seed.
PROOF. Consider a single pattern i . From the formula for P(pattern i : x), for every location between 1 and n in the representative string, pattern i computes one add and one multiply for the term w * i ð1 À Sðseed : x À L i ÞÞ and L i À 1 multiplications in the term P xÀ1 j¼xÀLiþ1 ½ð P a2Vi½s Pðpattern a : jÞÞw i ½s, where L i l and s ¼ L i À (x À j). It suffices to show that the summation terms, P a2Vi½s Pðpattern a : jÞ, each of which represents the probability for an overlap set, V i [s], can all be precomputed in time proportional to the number of patterns j T j . We sketch the proof here.
An Aho-Corasick tree (AC tree) of all patterns (constructed in time O(l j T j )) can be used to determine the overlap set for every position in any pattern i . The chain of failure links from the end of any pattern j specifies the patterns and positions for which pattern j belongs to an overlap set. Over the entire AC tree, these chains form another tree rooted at the single child of the AC root (indicating that a '1' has been read, since all patterns begin and end with a '1'). Each bifurcating node in this tree as well as each parent node of a leaf (if not bifurcating) represents a single overlap set. The number of these nodes is < 2 j T j and they can be identified in a preprocessing step. For a given representative string position x, once the probabilities of all patterns at x have been computed, the probability of an overlap set at x (specified by a bifurcating or leaf parent node in the failure chain tree) can be computed by adding the probabilities of the node's children. This takes time O( j T j ) for all overlap sets if the additions are computed in a post-order traversal. & For an indel seed, the number of patterns j T j depends on the number and location of the X's. An indel seed with a single X (like those we test in the next section) produces 4 · 2 j*j þ 2 j*j ¼ 5 · 2 j*j seeds where j Ã j is the number of match-mismatch wildcards in the seed. The first term specifies the seeds where 'X' holds a character and the second term where 'X' does not.
COMPARING SEED SENSITIVITIES
We compared the sensitivity of the three seed classes: contiguous, spaced, and indel. For the homology model, we chose several match/mismatch/indel probability configurations that reflect increasing ratios of indels to mismatches. These ratios are not uncommon in human IRs detected by the Inverted Repeats Finder in an exploration of that genome (Warburton et al., 2004) . The majority of those human IRs had lengths between 30 and 200 base pairs (bp). For our comparison, we chose two query lengths from this range: 64 and 100. The lower value was chosen to conform with earlier studies of spaced seeds. For each model, we compared the sensitivity of seeds with equivalent random hit rates. For contiguous and spaced seeds, the random hit rate is (1/4) k where the exponent, referred to here as equivalent weight, is the number of '1's in the seed, assuming equal probability of the letters in the DNA alphabet. For indel seeds, the random hit rate depends on the number and length of the indel positions in the seed as discussed in Section 4. For this analysis, we used indel seeds with a single X (which requires the selection of two strings at each position in the query and database sequences), so the random hit rate is
, that is, the equivalent weight is one less than the number of '1's in the seed. For each homology model, we tested seeds with weights equivalent to 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12.
We also evaluated a restricted comparison strategy for indel seeds. Let the equivalent weight of an indel seed in the unrestricted comparison strategy, be its nominal weight. Our restricted comparison strategy allows three comparisons between the query and database at each location, as shown in Table 2 . The true random hit rate is $ 3 · (1/4) k , which is lower than the nominal rate. Out of necessity, we compared restricted comparison indel seeds with spaced seeds having a weight equivalent to the indel seed's nominal weight, i.e., with spaced seeds that are expected to have more random hits.
Results. First, we note that contiguous seeds did more poorly than either spaced or indel seeds in almost all comparisons and their sensitivities are not shown.
Second, we observe two trends with spaced seeds: their sensitivity drops significantly as the ratio of indels to mismatches increases and the effectiveness of added match-mismatch wildcards also declines. Figure 1 graphs the sensitivity of the best spaced seed (equivalent weight ¼ 11 and query length ¼ 64) in several configurations, holding the match probability at 70% and raising the indel/mismatch ratio from zero to one. At each datapoint, the integer specifies the number of wildcards in the best seed. Across the range of ratios, sensitivity drops roughly 13% while there is a rapid decline from 7 wildcards in the PatternHunter seed at a ratio of zero, to 2 wildcards at a ratio of 0.2 and one wildcard at a ratio of 0.5. The trend suggests that a contiguous seed (zero wildcards) Fig. 1 . Increasing the indel to mismatch ratio decreases the number of wildcards in the best spaced seeds (numbers next to data points) as well as the sensitivity. Match probability is 70%.
Indel seeds for homology search e345 would eventually outperform a spaced seed. We observe this for match probability 75% and ratio 1.5 for equivalent weights 8 and 9 (not shown). Our intuition for this trend is the following. Spaced seeds can never match across an indel, so indel characters have the effect of chopping representative strings into smaller pieces. Within these smaller pieces, a longer spaced seed, with more wildcards, has fewer positions in which to match and so has lower sensitivity overall.
Third, with increasing indel to mismatch ratios, indel seeds outperform spaced seeds. Tables 3 and 4 give the sensitivities of the spaced and indel seeds in the homology models tested. In both tables, ''winning seeds'' and their sensitivities are shown in a bold font. In Table 3 the match probability is held constant at 70%. When the indel to mismatch ratio is 0.2, spaced seeds are superior by around 1%. At ratio 0.5, indel seeds for the higher equivalent weights do better and at ratio 0.66 and above, indel seeds are clearly superior. For example, at ratio 1 and equivalent weights 10 and 11, the gain in sensitivity for the indel seed is 4.6%. Table 4 shows a mix of match probabilities. Except for ratio 0.33 at the lowest equivalent weights, the indel seeds are superior. For example at 80% matching, ratio 1, and equivalent weight 11, the gain in sensitivity for the indel seed is almost 3%, and at 75% matching, ratio 1.5, it is 7.6%. Table 3 . Sensitivities and optimal seeds at query lengths 64 and 100. Higher sensitivities are shown in bold font. Homology models are specified as (match, mismatch, database insert, query insert). In this table, match probability was held constant at 70%. Last number at top of each column is the ratio of indel probability to mismatch probability. W is equivalent weight, L is query length. Length 64 sensitivities marked with a star ( $ ) were obtained with a different seed than the one shown Table 4 . Sensitivities and optimal seeds at query lengths 64 and 100. Higher sensitivities are shown in bold font. Homology models are specified as (match, mismatch, database insert, query insert). In this table, match probabilities are higher than in table 3. Last number at top of each column is the ratio of indel probability to mismatch probability. W is equivalent weight, L is query length Model (75, 10, 7.5, 7.5); 1. 
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Finally, the restricted comparison strategy, while not as sensitive as unrestricted comparison, outperforms spaced seeds with higher random hit rates. At match probability 80%, ratio 1, and query length 100, the best restricted comparison indel seeds slightly outperformed the best spaced seeds at nominal weights 11 and 12 (data not shown). We observed the same results at match probability 75%, ratio 1.5, and query length 100 for nominal weights 9 through 12, with a gain of 3% in sensitivity at nominal weight 12.
Seed sensitivity as a lower bound. Seed sensitivity calculations actually underestimate the sensitivity of indel and spaced seeds when using an indel homology model for the following reason. When indels are allowed, sometimes more than one optimal alignment is possible. For example, the following are two optimal alignments for the same pair of sequences. Note that in the first alignment, the indel seed, 11X111, does not occur, but in the second alignment it does. Thus we can not always classify the representative string from the first alignment as excluding the seed 11x111. Note also that for some alignments that do not contain a seed, there may be suboptimal alignments that do. For these reasons, our calculated values for indel and spaced seed sensitivities are lower bounds on the true sensitivities. We have estimated the error for several of the optimal seeds from Tables 3 and 4 using the following procedure.
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We generated 100 000 random representative strings according to one of our Markov chain homology models, and then for each representative string, generated a pair of sequence strings that match the alignment. For the sequence strings, we assumed equal probabilities for the letters A, C, G, and T. We then exhaustively checked if any alignment, including any suboptimal alignment, of the two sequences contained the seed being tested. We analyzed three different homology models for query length 64.
The seed sensitivities for the representative strings were nearly identical to our calculated values (data not shown). The seed sensitivities for the sequence pairs are shown in Table 5 . We found a gain in sensitivity of $ 3.1-9.5% for the seeds over the standard calculation, but in every case the gain was higher for the indel seed than the spaced seed.
INVERTED REPEAT SEARCH IN THE DOG GENOME
We tested the ability of indel and spaced seeds to find inverted repeats (IRs) in a modified version of the Inverted Repeats Finder (IRF) (Warburton et al., 2004) . The best seeds (equivalent weight ¼ 12) were chosen from the homology model for 70% matching and indel to mismatch ratio ¼ 1.0 (Table 3 ). The program was tested on the first 33 000 000 bases of chromosome I of the dog genome (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005) . Typically when using IRF, we first mask known interspersed and tandem repeats so they are not reported as IRs. Interspersed repeats from the same family appear as IRs if they are coincidentally inserted in reverse orientation, tandem repeats from the same family act similarly, In addition, some common tandem repeats such as ATATATAT look like IRs. Sequence masked for interspersed repeats was obtained from the UCSC genome browser website (which uses RepeatMasker) and was additionally masked for tandem repeats using the Tandem Repeats Database (Benson, 2005) . Roughly 39% of the sequence was masked and did not participate in IR detection. IRF scans through a sequence, recording seeds at each position by linking locations of identical seeds. The seed at the current forwardmost position finds its ''hits'' by scanning backward through the list of its reverse complement. A user specified maximum lookback distance sets the maximum spacer length between IR arms. For each hit, an alignment is computed and the program reports those alignments which score above a user specified minimum. Parameters used were: alignment scoring: match ¼ 2, mismatch ¼ À5, indel ¼ À5; minimum alignment score ¼ 40; lookback ¼ 15,000,000. Testing was performed on a 2.8GHz PC with 2GB RAM. Table 6 shows the results. Table 5 . Sensitivity error correction. Sensitivities of optimal seeds from tables 3 and 4 calculated on 100 000 pairs of sequence strings, generated according to the indicated homology model as described in the text, for query length 64. Higher sensitivities are shown in bold font. Sensitivity difference is the gain in sensitivity over the standard calculation. Homology models are specified as (match, mismatch, database insert, query insert). Last number at the top of each column is the ratio of indel probability to mismatch probability. W is equivalent weight, L is query length. The seed marked with a star ( $ ) is optimal at query length 64 in First notice that the indel and spaced seed are each able to find repeats that the other misses (the unique repeats column). Excluding these, both seeds found 21 138 repeats. Since the predicted sensitivity of these seeds is between 38% and 42% for the homology model used, we expect that many repeats were not found. Next, notice that the indel seed finds roughly 270% more unique repeats than the spaced seed. The unique repeats found by the indel seed are 1) significantly shorter as a group than the unique repeats found by the the spaced seed, and 2) have higher indel to mismatch ratios (averages agree, but the middle 50% range is shown to better illustrate the variation). Surprisingly, the match percentage is generally higher for the indel seed than for the spaced seed. In fact, the spaced seed found no unique repeats with match percentage greater than 93% while the indel seed found 53. Each of the 53 looks like the one shown in figure 2 (part a) with a single indel in the middle. These are impossible to find with the spaced seed. But it should be clear that there exist other repeats with an indel or mismatch offset from the center which were not found by either of the seeds tested here.
Finally, note that the indel seed produces 2 345 637 or $ 6% more hits than the spaced seed. And because it does more alignments, the run with the indel seed took 20% longer. The higher number of hits does not appear to be the cause for the higher number of repeats detected by the indel seed (recall the 53 repeats described above). Rather, we believe the higher number of hits is caused by hit clumping within repeats which is magnified for the indel seed because multiple hits are examined at each sequence location. Two lines of evidence support this idea. First, runs on randomly generated sequence show less than 1% difference in the number of hits for 
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the seeds used here. Random sequences rarely contain IRs as long or longer than these seeds (13 and 14 characters) and so hit clumping is not expected to occur. Second, in a trial with the same dog sequence but a lookback of only 1 000 000, a similar increase in the indel hits was observed. Masking the IRs found and reruning the sequence eliminated roughly 1/4 of the excess hits for the indel seed. To test if the remainder were due to IRs present but not reported, the minimum score was lowered to 30 which corresponds to repeats as small as 15 characters. Running the sequence, masking the IRs and rerunning eliminated the hit imbalance. These results suggest that indel seeds should be used in conjunction with hit filtering to avoid processing redundant clumped hits. The IRs found in the dog sequence with arm separation > 500 000 bp (97% of those found) have not, to our knowledge, been reported before. Several examples found uniquely by the indel seed and the spaced seed are shown in Figure 2 . The ones found by the indel seed are typical in that they tend to have higher indel to mismatch ratios than those tested in section 6.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new seed model for homology search which explicitly allows indels. We give a waiting time formula for calculating indel seed sensitivity and show that indel seeds are superior to spaced and contiguous seeds in reasonable homology models which include indels. We discuss how indel seeds are used in practice and present the results of a limited search for inverted repeats in the dog genome using indel and spaced seeds with equivalent random hit rates.
